Abstract-A new model for sparse time dispersive channels in pilot aided OFDM systems is developed by considering prior knowledge on channel time dispersions. Weighted atomic norm minimization is implemented in the model which enables a more accurate channel estimation. The channel response is identified by solving a Least Squares problem. In this work, we assume that time dispersions' associated frequencies can take any value with a minimum distance on the normalized interval [0,1). The performance of the new model is compared with conventional approaches. With respect to pilot number and SNR, the simulation results reveal that the new model performs superior to that of conventional methods. It is shown that both a lower energy and pilot number are required to achieve the same symbol error rate (SER) reported in previous works.
I. INTRODUCTION
hannel estimation is of great importance in wireless communication systems. Wireless channels suffer from the effect of time dispersion which causes a dramatic decrease in Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) required for a fixed Symbol Error Rate (SER). The traditional approaches for channel estimation are based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Despite the low complexity of these methods, information about the number of time dispersions is required in advance, which is not commonly known in practical scenarios [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . On the other hand, Compressed Sensing (CS) has found its place as a sparse channel estimation technique in the recent years [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, grid based dictionaries for compressive sampling suffer from basis mismatch [11] [12] . Hence, Candes and Fernandez developed super resolution theory to resolve this problem [13] [14] . [15] has investigated the proposed approach in [13] to compressed sensing regime. Furthermore, the performance of sparse time dispersive channel estimation problem in pilot aided OFDM systems [6] has been enhanced by adopting the approach of [15] .
Due to slow changes in the channel in practical scenarios, time dispersions, which can be treated as delays, often occur in one or more fixed ranges [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . This enables us to predict some ranges over which the channel time dispersions are located. In this work, in order to achieve a more exact estimation of the channel time dispersions, we limit our scope on these ranges and use them as prior knowledge. Here, prior knowledge is considered as a piecewise constant function which presents higher probability of occurrence in some ranges and lower probability of occurrence in others. This means that a new constraint can be imposed on the problem.
For a system with sufficiently slow changes in the channel response, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) can be presented as a probabilistic piece-wise constant function. This guarantees the existence of prior ranges and the associated probability of occurrence. For illustration, we consider the previously reported data for the case of three ranges of occurrence for the delay time [16] and apply a prior probabilistic piece-wise constant function to these data. The received signal level versus channel delay for different times is demonstrated in Fig.1 . It can be inferred that the channel time dispersions are located in some predictable ranges. It is noteworthy that the arbitrary probabilistic piece-wise function specified to construct Fig.1 , can be generalized to investigate more realistic scenarios. weighted atomic norm minimization [22] . We have implemented this approach to develop a new model for time dispersive channel estimation problem. The schematic of the model for estimating the channel response in systems with prior information on the channel parameters is shown in Fig.2 .
We impose a new constraint based on the ranges on atomic norm minimization problem. The proposed model is superior to conventional approaches in terms of SNR and pilot number needed for a fixed SER. Several simulation results are presented to support the main claim of the paper.
The rest of the paper is as follow: In Sec.II, the configuration of the OFDM system is presented followed by the atomic norm presentation and the associated SDP. Sec.III introduces weighted atomic norm and use it to present the new time dispersive channel response recovery problem. In Sec.IV simulation results are presented and discussed and Sec.V concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In OFDM systems N subcarriers are used to transmit data or pilots. After subjecting inverse discrete Fourier transform to data, cyclic prefix of length symbols is added. After digital to analog conversion, OFDM continuous signal is sent through a wireless time dispersive channel. The baseband model of channel impulse response with scatters is [23] conversion and removing the cyclic prefix in receiver, the data is subjected to a multicarrier demodulator (discrete Fourier transform) to have: According to the sparsity of the channel, we have cp IL thus P can be chosen such that cp PL  . In order to reduce the number of pilots needed for correct reconstruction, we adopted the pilot allocation scheme of [6] and used
Therefore, {0,..., 1} p nL     positions with 0,..., 1 pP  and PL  pilots are used to estimate the channel response. Regarding above, channel estimation problem can be cast in the CS theory using the grid based algorithms. However, CS suffers from mismatching between true time dispersions and predefined grid. To overcome this issue, [15] suggested that one can estimate continuous sparse sources by atomic norm minimization. This approach was previously adopted in channel estimation problem [6] . The atomic norm is defined as: 
where (.) 
III. WEIGHTED ATOMIC NORM PRESENTATION
In this section, we present weighted atomic norm and use it to solve the new sparse time dispersive channel response recovery problem with prior information. There exist some prior information of channel time dispersions' probability distribution. In this work, we assume that our prior knowledge is in the form of a D-piece-wise constant function () , and shows the existence probability of time dispersions. In order to incorporate the additional information to our problem, we use the same technique as [22] which is based on weighted atomic norm minimization. This norm is defined as below: 
Where is the observation data set, and (10) is not as (6) . However, one can solve this problem by looking at its dual problem which can be obtained by Lagrangian theorem [24] as below: 
.
According to the definition (12), the dual of weighted atomic norm is:
. 
By substituting (13) in (11) we have: 
According to the piecewise constant structure of () f , we can expand (13) for different prior ranges: 
Where, 11 12 1 Note that above formulation was made on the hypothesis of () D  being interval constant coefficients. Formulating another SDP for continuous weighting strategy is left as future work. To the best of author's knowledge this is the first work considering prior knowledge in OFDM based sparse time dispersive channel estimation problem in the continuous domain and presenting a new model as Fig.2 to improve channel response recovery. Several numerical simulations were made to investigate different aspects of the problem.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed model we carried out MATLAB simulations. We compared the Mean Square Error (MSE) of this new model with the MSE of the one used in [6] . The difference is that here we use (10) as our objective function instead of (6). This origins from different model and assumptions we use here. The simulations are divided to three groups: first group focus on the number of pilots' effect on reconstruction MSE. According to the pilot allocation scheme used here, we compared this model with the one used in [6] known as AtomSR in terms of pilot number. Second group is devoted to SNR investigation. It is of great importance to see if the proposed model can help saving energy while SER remains the same. Subspace decomposition method, such as MUSIC, as a high resolution spectral estimation method is compared in terms of MSE for different SNRs. Third group focus on minimum frequency separation which, in terms of channel estimation, can be translated to minimum delay separation that this new model can distinguish. To carry out the simulations, we used CVX [26] .
A. Pilot Number
We considered two different ranges for delays to be which means that our prior experiments identified delays only in these two bands. OFDM system assumed to have = 512 subcarriers and maximum pilot number of = 64. Pilot allocation scheme is as the one used in [6] . SNR is fixed at 20dB. In each simulation run different channel response with uniform distributed random frequencies in prior ranges and random complex coefficients with same prior and = 4 paths was realized. This process was iterated for 1000 times. Note that at least 3I samples has to be taken and minimum frequency separation should be 4 N [15] .We used (25) as our comparison criterion: Fig.3 shows the results for pilot number variation from 24 to 42. The results showed that using prior assumptions can greatly improve the performance of channel estimation with different pilot numbers. For better illustration, Fig.4 -(a) depicts the dual polynomial and true frequencies in one iteration. Probabilistic prior ranges are shown with the yellow zone. We also investigated the behavior of associated dual polynomial of (7), which considers no prior information in reconstruction process. OFDM system and frequencies are the same as before. Fig.4-(b) depicts the results. It is easy to see that presented model can easily identify frequencies while conventional models, even when all of the pilots are used, cannot distinguish true frequencies.
B. SNR
Second group of simulations were done on the basis of SNR variation from 5 to 30 dB. Because of the popularity of MUSIC algorithm among spectral analysis methods, we compared the presented model with AtomSR and MUSIC. Delay probabilistic priors are the same as before, OFDM system configuration stays the same except that pilot number is fixed at 36 P  . Fig.5 .depicts the result of this simulation. It can be seen that with prior knowledge assumption we can greatly reduce the MSE of the estimated channel. 
C. Minimum Frequency Separation
Another important issue investigated is minimum frequency separation and the Rate of Successful Recovery (RSR). As discussed above, here frequencies can be treated as delays but for convenience we present the results in the terms of frequencies. We define RSR as (26):
Number of correct frequncies found Number of overal frequencies found RSR 
As expected, with increasing the distance between frequencies RSR should increase to a limit of one. In these simulations OFDM system configuration is as follow: N=256, L=32, pilot allocation scheme is the same as before and pilot number is 20 P  . No noise was considered but results are approximately the same for the noisy case. One prior probabilistic range [0.15 , 0.30] and two frequencies were considered. Note that this is equal to the presence of two distinct paths. One frequency was fixed at 0.17 and the other was slowly taking distance. Fig.6 . shows the result of this simulation. As it can be seen from Fig.6 , estimated frequencies are meaningless and cannot help detecting the correct frequencies but, as the distance between two frequencies increases correct results appear. Minimum frequency distance needed for precise estimation is 4/N , as expected. Note that by increasing OFDM system subcarriers we can reach higher resolution estimation results which leads to better time dispersive sparse channel response estimation.
We also investigated RSR deviations. Fig.7 . presents RSR deviations with the same simulation configurations as before. Fig.7 . RSR deviations for OFDM system configuration as N=256, L=32, same pilot allocation scheme as before and 20 P  As Fig.7 illustrates, exact frequency recovery becomes possible only when minimum frequency separation is satisfied. Though superior performance is achieved, more complexity and off course more time are needed to solve the problem (10).
V. CONCLUSION
Channel estimation in pilot aided OFDM systems with prior knowledge on multipath delays was proposed in this paper. Using weighted atomic norm minimization, priors were imposed on the problem. Simulations showed superior performance compared to AtomSR and MUSIC when using prior knowledge in the estimation problem. It is crystal clear that the benefits of prior knowledge are gained at the cost of complexity and time.
